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My First Game of Baseball with Ken Griffey Jr 

 

The summer heat rages on in the USA while the Major League Baseball season ends for 

another year. As an English man however you might not be surprised to here me say I am 

unfamiliar with Summer, also Baseball. In fact, my entire knowledge of Baseball comes from 

films such as the Sandlot, Field of Dreams and BASEketball.  

 

Nineties comedy aside, enter September 2019. Yokoi The Kid descended from the heavens 

with ‘The Kid’ in tow, and you thought I had not done my homework! Yes, it was none other 

than Ken Griffey Jr. the 7th highest scoring MLB player of all time. There he was emblazoned 

on the front of the cover of the Game Boy Cartridge, the power of is moustache almost 

audible as he descended into the cartridge port 

 

The title screen has me torn between Ken smiling and his moustache transcending the 

electromagnetic spectrum with the mass of pixels before me. That aside it was nice to be 

presented with a few game modes, but given that I am a first timer, exhibition was picked. I 

went with the San Diego Padres out of respect to some of the Yokoi and chose the LA 

Dodgers for opposition. After some team info and options, the screen had information from 

which I figured out that we were batting last in the innings. 

 

The first inning I pitched my first few balls with finesse feeling quite confident getting a 

Dodger out. That all changed however when the CPU actually decides to hit the ball. Let me 

tell you catching or chasing those balls is not easy, let me put it in perspective. 

The players control like sticky mud, often you will overshoot where the ball is heading and 

throwing the ball back to the correct base is hardly ideal, but I digress. 

So, they filled up the bases slowly as I ran around headless burning away in the San Diego 

heat. Eventually we got 3 out but not before they were 1-0 up, damn Dodgers. Next up was 

my chance to bat and score or as I found out my chance to casually compliment each ball as it 

whizzed past my batter’s face.  

 

It took me until the 2nd inning to realise the wealth of game information hidden under the start 

button menu. This is the type of thing that would help immerse me in the Baseball 

experience. Pitching went a lot smoother this time especially when the CPU cocks-up and 

basically hands the ball back to home base, no points for the dodgers. Now this time round 

batting I hit the ball and actually got some decent strikes, but they were all caught. The 3rd is 

where the fever starting kicking in, Dodgers all out nice and quick. I filled the bases with my 

California based heroes and struck a corker. Not a home run but close and…. It was caught. 

That would have been 4 points, still 1-0 but we are hanging in there. 

 

It was the 5th inning here in the MLB exhibition match and the summer heat raged ever 

stronger bringing the Padres to their knees. Like a quiet flame my rage built as the Dodgers 

scored five runs from a home run. The bottom 5th was the salty reward for my failure to stop 

the dodgers as we claimed no runs. As we entered the 7th inning it all seemed so lost, stale 

robotic rounds of baseball consisting of everyone being out. Unfortunately, not out of this 

game yet though. At this point I was pretty much dead set on writing a brief few words on the 

game and accept the fact that this maybe was not a good first experience with Baseball. 
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It was in the 9th he came from the heavens and smiled upon us through the crimson fury of 

the summer. It felt like the movies I mentioned before, the underdog story, down and out 

trying to make the Baseball dream come true. We caught the Dodgers out swiftly assuming 

this would be all for the game, but instead we slowly loaded the bases. With the bases loaded 

to the brim with Padres, my brothers, Ricky Henderson stepped up the to task and slammed 

that ball. It travelled for what seemed like hours slowly over the crowd and into a Home Run! 

Now the moment of celebration was short lived, but despite the dreams of the Padres the 

game was lost but not without a spectacular exit. Final Score 6-5 to the Dodgers. 

 

Now what can I say about Ken Griffey Jr presents Major League Baseball. Well besides that 

title being a mouthful it is a fun game to a point. I am someone with no expectations and due 

to that I enjoyed that round of Baseball. The game has good graphics, decent immersion, is 

more than adequate in both size and scope for a Game Boy game. However, the terrible 

control and awkward physics make this game less than it is. The pace felt slow and it took me 

around 2 hours to play this exhibition game. 

 

Overall, I got what I would consider the feel of Baseball game, I got invested in the game and 

my team. How can I say this you will wonder? I watched the 2018 World Series Final with 

the Sox and Dodgers and wow was that ride, just like the game I just played. 

Bravo Ken Griffey I may never play another Baseball video game but you are the one I will 

now remember thanks to the Yokoi. 
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